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IUniverse. Paperback. Condition: New. 224 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.6in.The Donation is a
medical thriller that dramatizes the shortage of organs available for transplantation. What if organ
donation became a choice as a means of means of execution for prisoners on death row How
would it affect the donor pool Would prisoners realize one last chance for redemption, to give
something back to society And what about the physicians who find themselves cast in the role of
executioners as they convert executions into surgical procedures, against the guidelines of the
American Medical Association and the Hippocratic oath that urges them to do no harmA surgeons
role is to bring order out of chaos. The chaos begins when a celebrity patient, Joseph Spencer,
discovers he needs a heart transplant. While in the pre-operative holding area, Spencer sees his
donor in an adjacent bed. Not only does he see him--he recognizes him. His sedation makes it
impossible for him to protest what for him is an unimaginable horror, and he loses consciousness,
unable to abort the procedure, even though to do so could cost him his life. Spencer survives the
procedure but becomes suicidal. The transplant surgeon, Ross Fairing, discovers...
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A whole new e-book with an all new viewpoint. I could possibly comprehended every little thing using this created e pdf. I am just very happy to inform you
that this is the greatest book i have read through within my own life and could be he best pdf for ever.
-- Ha nk Tr eutel-- Ha nk Tr eutel

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I am e ortlessly could possibly get a
satisfaction of reading a created pdf.
-- Tr ever  V on-- Tr ever  V on
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